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A doctor asked Rebbe Chaim of
Tzanz zy"a, "What is your

occupation?"
"I build bridges."
The doctor looked at the rebbe, with
a startled look on his face. The
doctor didn’t know what a Chasidic
rebbe was all about, but one thing he
knew for certain: the rabbi sitting in
front of him wasn't a construction

worker.

Rebbe Chaim explained, "I am
trying to build a bridge that will
connect my brain to my heart."
There is a very long distance
between the brain and the heart.
Tzaddikim used to say, "The
distance is further than heaven and
earth." The brain can know matters,
but it takes a lot of effort until these
ideas affect the heart. That was
Rebbe Chaim of Tzanz's (and all

tzaddikim's) primary occupation.

A celebrated philosopher taught his
students how important it is to eat
with proper etiquette. Sometime
later, the students saw their teacher
eating in a very unrefined manner.
The students asked him about this,
and he answered, "And when I teach
you geometry, do you expect me to

turn into a triangle?"

In other words, he was saying that

knowledge doesn’t obligate one's
deeds. But the Torah pathway is to
build bridges, until the wisdom of
the Torah effects one's emotions and

one's activities.

One of the primary places where a
bridge is necessary is foremunah,
because it is possible to be an expert
in emunahintellectually, but still be
worried, concerned, anxious, and
upset. People ask him, "Don’t you
know that everything is for the
good? Why are you so worried?"
The answer is thatemunahis in his
mind, and hasn't yet reached his

heart.

Whenemunahenters the heart, one's
life will change entirely. He will live
with Hashem all the time. He will
sincerely trust in Him. It is an
entirely different experience than

mere intellectualemunah.

The Arizal teaches thatäòøô spells
óøòä (neck). The neck stands
between the brain and the heart. This
represents Paroh's attempt to create a
blockade, separatingemunahof the
intellect from emunahof the heart.

The purpose of the miracles of
yetzias Mitzrayim was to help us
overcome this barrier, and to allow
theemunahpenetrate our being. This
was accomplished by review. The
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method of building a bridge to carry
the emunahof the brain down to the
heart is to constantly review

emunah.TorahWellsprings- Vaeir a

Let us imagine what happened in
Mitzrayim, when the Yidden

witnessed the tenmakos:

They saw the miracles ofmakas dam
(Blood). The plague lasted a week;
according to another opinion, the
plague lasted three weeks. During
this time, the Yidden were joyously
discussing the wonders and miracles
that Hashem was performing for
them. That was their conversation
piece and their thoughts, throughout
the plague. And even after the
plague passed, they were still
speaking about its miracles. Thus,
their emunah in Hashem was

reinforced many times over.

Next was tzfardeia (Frogs). Once
again, the entire nation spoke about
the wonders that Hashem performed,
and this helped theiremunah go
from their brain into their heart.
(This pattern continued throughout
the ten makos, and afterwards, by
the miracles of yetzias Mitzrayim

and kriyas Yam Suf.)

Until today, we remember these
miracles, and this reinforces our

awareness of Hashem.

The words'ã éðà, "I am Hashem," is
repeated several times in this week's

parashah. For example, the Torah
says, "Say to Bnei Yisrael, 'I am
Hashemand I will take you out from
the sufferings of Mitzrayim… And
you will know that I am Hashem
your G-d who is taking you out of
the hard-labor in Mitzayim…"

(Shmos 6:6-7).

"Mitzrayim will know that I am
Hashemwhen I will send my hand

onto Egypt…" (7:5).

"So you will know that I am
Hashem in the midst the land"

(8:18).

"So you will know thatthere is none
like me in the entire world"

(9:13-14).

The words "I am Hashem" is
repeated throughout theparashah,
because the purpose ofyetzias
Mitzrayim was to help people

become aware of Hashem.

The Chofetz Chaim told the
following mashal: A very wealthy
person needed to travel, so he hired
someone to take care of his home
while he'd be away. In particularly,
this wealthy man asked his
hired-worker to take care of the
exotic bird that he owned and
cherished. "I am writing down
exactly what you need to do," he
told his worker. "Read the note
twice every day, so you will not
fail."
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"There is nothing to worry about,"
the hired help told him. "I will do

exactly as you say."

"But don’t forget about the bird.
Most important, is the bird…"
"I guarantee you that you won't be
disappointed. I know how to follow
orders. You can travel with a light
heart."
The wealthy man trusted him, and
throughout the business trip, he
didn’t think about home. After a
month he returned home, and he
immediately realized that no one
was taking care of his estate. In
panic, he rushed to see his bird. He

found it on its side, rotting.

He found his employee and said,
“Why didn’t you take care of my
estate like you promised you
would?! And why didn’t you feed
my bird?! It died from neglect and
starvation!”
“Calm down,” his worker told him.
“Why are you shouting? I know.
You just came back from your trip;

you must be tired. I want you to
know that I did exactly as you told
me. I read the list twice a day, as
you requested.”
The wealthy man said, “My
intention was that you should read
the note twice a day andkeepwhat
it says. I don’t gain anything from
your reading the note if you don’t

put it into practice."

The Chofetz Chaim explains, the
Torah tells us to rememberyetzias
Mitzrayim twice every day.1111 But the
purpose for this mitzvah isn’t to
rememberyetziasMitzrayim and not
to do anything with it. The memory
of yetziasMitzrayim should remind
us that Hashem loves us, performs
miracles for us, and runs the world
with hashgachah pratis. If we
mention twice daily, that Hashem
took us out of Mitzrayim, but do not
think about the lessons this implies,
we are similar to that person who
read the note, and didn't follow

through.2222

1. As we say in the Hagadah Shel Pesach, כל מצרים מארץ  צאתך יום את תזכר למען

הלילות  חייך ימי כל  הימים , חייך ימי חייך. ,ימי "You should remember the day you left
the land of Egypt all of the days of your life” (Devarim 16:3). From the extra word
כל (all) we derive that there is an obligation to remember yetzias Mitzrayim by day
and by night.
2. The mashal of the Chofetz Chaim is very inspiring. It is worth noting, however,

that the mashal isn't exactly like the nimshal. Because reading a note without
application, doesn’t accomplish anything at all. But when one mentions yetzias
Mitzrayim and the miracles that occurred, it will always affect his neshamah to
believe in Hashem.
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Emunah is acquired through
repetition. Twice daily, we mention
Yetzias Mitzrayim. On the first night
of Pesach, we discuss the great
miracles of yetzias Mitzrayim with
elaboration, and there are several

other mitzvos that we do to remind
us of yetzias Mitzrayim. These
constant reminders help us to keep
the memory alive, and they train us
to think in the mode ofemunah. The
purpose isn't only to remember, but

Each mitzvah has its segulah. (A segulah is something that occurs, though we can't
explain it rationally.) For example, the mitzvah of tzitzis is conducive for guarding
one’s eyes. As we say in the kriyas Shma, “ vehayah lechem letzitzis…velo sasuru
acharei livavchem veacharei eineichem — You will have tzitzis... so you will not
stray after your heart and after your eyes." We can't explain how this happens
logically, but when one wears tzitzis, it becomes easier for him to guard his eyes.
The Torah also says, "vehadarta pnei zakein veyareisa me'Elokeicha — you shall
give honor to Torah scholars and you shall fear Hashem" (Vayikra 19:32). The
Chida and the Sefer Chareidim explain that fearing Hashem is the reward given to
those who honor Torah scholars. Because honoring Torah scholars is mesugal
(conducive) for attaining yiras shamayim. There doesn’t need to be a rational
explanation; the reward and the result of honoring Torah scholars, is that one
attains yiras shmayim.
Similarly, the Yesod HaAvodah (Slonim) zy"a taught, the mitzvah of remembering
yetzias Mitzrayim is mesugal for emunah. In other words, it isn’t only logical – that
when one remembers the miracles of yetzias Mitzrayim, his emunah will be
strengthened – it is also a segulah.
Far more ideal, however, is when one doesn’t rely solely on the segulah, and he
focuses on the lessons that yetzias Mitzrayim teach. When one does so, his
emunah will be all the more reinforced.
The Gemara says, "When Reb Zeira was weak and couldn’t study Torah, he would
sit by the door of the beis medresh. He said, 'When the scholars come out, I will
stand up for them, and I will receive reward'" (Brachos 28.)
The Bnei Yissaschar writes, "The fact that Reb Zeira didn’t want to waste a
moment from Torah and mitzvos, and therefore, when he was weak, he wanted to
at least grasp the mitzvah of standing up for Torah scholars – is understandable.
But his final words, 'and I will receive reward,' are difficult, because one isn't
supposed to serve Hashem for reward (see Avos 1:2)." But the answer is, honoring
Torah scholars is mesugal for yiras shamayim, and this is a reward which is
permissible to pursue.
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to bridge the gap between mind and
soul, and acquireemunah deep in

ourselves.3333

YishuvYishuvYishuvYishuv HaDaasHaDaasHaDaasHaDaas –––– TranquilityTranquilityTranquilityTranquility

When one acquires emunah
(especially the emunah that is in the
heart) he will simultaneously have
tranquility. The world is filled with
hardships and worries, and it is very
hard to maintain one's equanimity.
But when one remembers that
everything is from Hashem, and
everything is for the good, one is

always happy, calm, and serene.

It is written, êîò ïéáå éîò ïéá úåãô éúîùå
äæä úåàä äéäé øçîì (Shmos 8:19). The

Chamra Tava(written by HaRav of
Barnav zt"l) explains this passuk to
mean: Hashem says, "What is the
difference between My nation and
the gentiles? The difference is
tomorrow. My nation knows that
there is a tomorrow, while the

gentiles don’t think about it."4444

When one remembers that there is a
tomorrow, he knows that the
problems of today may turn around
and not be there tomorrow. He
knows that there is a future world,
when we will see how everything
that happened to him was for a

purpose.

3. The Leiv Simchah of Gur zy'a would say several times, each day, the passuk,
"Shma Yisrael Hashem Elokeinu, Hashem echod." Because it isn't sufficient to

know emunah, one needs to repeat it again and again, and to make it a part of us.
One year, on the night of Nittel (when many people have the custom not to study
Torah) the Ahavas Yisrael of Viznitz zy"a played chess with Reb Dovid Rosenberg
z"l. (This is the game that several tzaddikim customarily play on Nittel.) They
played several games, and Reb Dovid won each round. The Ahavas Yisrael
remarked, “I also know how to play this game, but you win each time. Do you know
why? It is because I just know the rules, but you are constantly reviewing them.”
When Rebbe Avraham Elimelech of Karlin zy"a was in Eretz Yisrael, he visited a
winery together with a group of his chassidim. One of his chassidim was able to
taste any alcoholic beverage and tell its alcoholic content. His friends were testing
him, and he was right each time. Rebbe Avraham Elimelech said, "Do you know
the difference between this chassid and the rest of you? You drink, and he
reviews." When this chassid would drink, he would think about its taste, and review
in his mind the alcohol level, until he became an expert.
Because expertise in any subject is the product of many reviews. Similarly, genuine
emunah is acquired through constant review.
4. Accordingly, the passuk is saying, הזה האות יהיה  למחר עמך ובין עמי  בין פדות ושמתי

the dividing factor between my nation and the Egyptians is tomorrow.
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These are among the thoughts which
help us maintain an optimistic and

calm attitude in life.

A successful businessman from Bnei
Brak needed to go to Haifa, to attend
some important meetings. Generally,
he would drive there, but since his
car broke, he found someone who
was driving to Haifa, and he went

along with him.

They arrived slightly late for his first
appointment, so he rushed out of the
car and swiftly began walking to the
office building, where he had an
appointment. As he walked, he
checked to see that he has
everything he needs for the meeting.
It was then that he realized that due
to his haste, he left his briefcase,
with all the papers he needed for the
meeting in the car. Without his
briefcase, there was no purpose in
the meeting. "I will call my friend
who brought me here, and ask him
to come back and bring me my
briefcase," he thought, but then he
realized that he also forgot his
cell-phone in the car. (The phone
number of the driver was in his cell
phone, and he had no way of
contacting him.) He realized that he
would have to wait until nighttime,
when his ride would pick him up, to
return to Bnei Brak. In the
meanwhile, he had to spend, what he
considered a wasted day, in Haifa.

On their return trip, the businessman
took his phone, and listened to the
messages that had accumulated on it
throughout the day. Most of the
messages were from his son's rebbe.

Message 1: "Please call me back,
immediately. This is your son's
rebbe, and we are on a class-trip."

Message 2: "Call me back! It's
urgent!"

Message 3: "We are hiking through
the desert, and we've lost your son a
few hours ago. We don’t know

where he is. Call back!"

Message 4 (from Hatzalah): "Where
are you? We need to contact you!"

Message 5 (from the rebbe): "Your
son fell from one of the mountains
and is wounded. I am with him.
We're going to the hospital."
Message 6 (from the rebbe): "We
took care of your son in the hospital.
I am now taking him home."
Message 7 (from his wife): "Our son
has just come home…" and she told
him what happened, and that their

son was out-of-danger.

The businessman sank into his seat,
and breathed deeply. He realized that
if he would have had his telephone
with him, he would be worried the
entire day. He wouldn’t be able to
attend the meetings anyway, because
his peace-of-mind would be

shattered.
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When he left behind his suitcase and
telephone, he thought it was a
problem, when it was actually for
his benefit. Hashem was sparing him

anxiety and worry.

When one hasemunah, he knows
from the onsetthat everything is for
his benefit. This man was
disappointed the entire day, because
he thought he wasted a day of work,
until he saw the kindness Hashem
performed for him. However, we can
be wise from the start and know that
everything is certainly for our

benefit.

A respected man from Eretz Yisrael
came to Monsey to raise funds for
his child's upcoming chasunah. His
friend, who lives in Monsey, offered
to drive him around and to help him

raise the money.

One day, as the two friends were
walking down Main St., Monsey,
they saw a very wealthy person.
“Don’t bother going to him,” his
friend advised. “You won’t get

anything from him.”

But the Yid from Eretz Yisrael
wanted to at least try. He spoke with
the wealthy man for a few moments
and explained his needs. The
wealthy man replied, “I don’t have

money on me. I'm sorry.”

The man from Eretz Yisrael said,
“Give me your phone number, so we

can set up an appointment.”
“No, no,” the man replied. “Don’t
call me. Give me your number, and

I'll call you.”

When the Yid from Eretz Yisrael
heard this, he figured that nothing
would come from it, as his friend
had previously forewarned.
Nevertheless, he gave him his phone

number and hoped for the best.

On the following day, the two
friends were once again driving
around Monsey collecting tzedakah.
At one point, his friend said, "I have
to go home now. We can continue

in a couple of hours."

“Thank you for everything you've
done until now. I'll wait for you in

beis medresh.”

Accidentally, the Yid from Eretz
Yisrael forgot his cell-phone in the
car. When they returned to the car,
the Yid from Eretz Yisrael looked at
his cell-phone, and saw that
someone, with an anonymous ID
phone number, had tried to call him.
He listened to the phone message; it
was the wealthy person he met the
day before. He kept his word after
all, but since the phone wasn't with

him, he lost the opportunity.

At first, the meshulachfrom Eretz
Yisrael was extremely upset. He
thought,my negligence caused me to
lose out on this meeting. I shouldn’t
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have left my phone in the car. But
then he braced himself withemunah
and bitachon. He said, "If this is
what happened, it is certainly for the

best."

Days passed, and it was time for the
meshulachto return to Eretz Yisrael.
His friend offered to drive him to

the airport aftershacharis.

By shacharis, they were surprised to
see the wealthy man. After
shacharis, the meshulachwent over
to him, and reminded him who he
was. “I received your voice message,

but I couldn’t call you back."

The wealthy man immediately took
out his checkbook and wrote out a
check for ten thousand dollars. “I
have a court case today” he said.

“Say the entire Tehilim for me.”

Now the Yid from Eretz Yisrael
understood why he had to miss the
phone call. If he would have
answered the call, he would have
received, perhaps a hundred or two
hundred dollars, at the best. But
Hashem arranged for them to meet
on the day of a court-case, when the
wealthy man needed extra merits,
and he gave him ten thousand

dollars.

This story taught themeshulach
another lesson. On his last day in
Monsey, the meshulach was
disappointed that he didn’t raise

sufficient money for the chasunah.
But then, in the last few moments
that he was in Monsey, he received
his salvation. This taught him that he
shouldn’t be worried about the
future. Because when we remember
that Hashem is leading us with
compassion and with kindness, we
can live all of our days with
tranquility and with happiness. In the

end, everything will work out.

People asked the Chofetz Chaim's
son-in-law, "What were you most
impressed by, from your illustrious
father-in-law?"
He answered, "I was impressed by
his yishuv hadaas(serenity). Even
during the hardest times - and there
were very hard times – the Chofetz
Chaim never lost his

peace-of-mind."

In the Hoshanoswe say, "Hoshanah
dagan medelekes— save grain from
fire… chitah mechagav— wheat
from locust… nefesh mibahalah—

man from confusion."

The Chofetz Chaim showed how
each line in this prayer describes the
primary problem. Wheat suffers
from locust; grain can be consumed
in fire. It seems, therefore, the
primary destruction of man is

bahalah (confusion).

Paroh knew this, and therefore,
when the Yidden began speaking
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about leaving, he said, "nirpim atem
nirpim — you are becoming lazy…
We [will no longer] give you straw,
yet you must fill the same quota of

bricks" (5:17-18).

Paroh wanted them to work harder,
and therefore he decreed that the
nation would need to gather the
straw for the brick production on

their own.

Rebbe Mendel of Vorke zy"a asked,
Paroh could have simply said, "You
must produce more bricks." Why did
he require them to collect straw on
their own?
The answer is, Paroh wanted to
destroy their peace-of-mind. He
knew that if he would ask them to
make more bricks, they would work
harder, and supply it. So Paroh
decreed that they must collect straw.
Collecting straw isn't an easy job. It
means searching after each strand of
straw… it is a meticulous,
nerve-wracking occupation. Paroh
wanted Klal Yisrael to be involved
in these matters, because he
understood that this would destroy

their peace-of-mind and their
bitachon in Hashem.5555

But with emunah, the Jewish nation
has the ability to remain calm and
tranquil, regardless of the challenge.

TorahTorahTorahTorah

Another method to attain tranquility
is through studying Torah. Those
who study Torah diligently are
aware of how Torah frees them from

all worries and sorrow.

The Divrei Shmuel (of Slonim) zy"a
said, "When I am concerned about
something, I study for an hour, and
the worry goes away. If I have
greater concerns, I study for two
hours, and then I am not worried
anymore. And if I am going through
extremely difficult times, I study for
three hours straight, and then
nothing can disturb me. This is the
meaning of the mishnah, 'umisyashev
libo baTorah' (Avos 6:6). One
attains tranquility through learning

Torah."

A yungermanfrom Brazil, a former
student of the Tchebiner Yeshiva,

5. Rebbe Moshe of Kobrin, zy"a said that years ago, when one wanted to see if
someone was ready for marriage, they would give them a skein of tangled

metal (or wool) and they were asked to untangle it. Only a very serene person
would have the patience to untangle it, and a prerequisite for marriage is to be
calm and tranquil.
As we are studying now, this trait can be acquired through emunah.
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sent his son to learn in Tchebin. He
wanted his son to start off on the
right foot, so he asked his former
rebbe, Reb Avraham Genichovsky
zt"l, to speak with his son, and to
encourage him to study Torah
diligently.
Reb Avraham told thebachur the
following mashal:
A king was taking a stroll through a
forest near his palace, with his aide

and three of his advisors.

The king became very thirsty. The
aide said that he would get water.
He went to the palace, filled a large,
crystal cup with water, and placed it
on a wooden tray studded with many
diamonds, and he headed back to the

forest.

As he was rushing through the
forest, he tripped, the water spilled,
and the wooden tray fell into a pit.
The aide quickly went back to the
palace, and brought another cup of

water.

The king quenched his thirst and
thanked the aide, but now the king
asked his advisors to help him
retrieve the tray from the pit. The pit
was narrow, and it was impossible to

climb inside.

The first advisor said, "We can
widen the pit until we can get inside
and take the tray out."
The second advisor said: "That isn't

a good idea. We may break the tray
while digging. It is also possible that
we will just end up burying the tray
even deeper into the pit. Therefore,
I suggest that we dig another hole,
next to the pit. Then we can burrow
through, and connect to the narrow
pit. In this manner we can retrieve
the tray."
The third advisor said: "That is a
very costly venture, not to mention
time-consuming. I recommend a
much simpler solution that we pour
water into the pit. Wood floats. The
wooden tray will rise up, and we can

easily take it out."

Reb Avraham Genichovsky
explained to the bachur that
everyone suffers in this world. It is
impossible to go through this world,
without dealing with the hardships
of life. There are methods which
help overcome distress and to attain
peace-of-mind, but often, these
approaches only cause more
problems than good. Even when
these attempts work, the effort is
enormous. But there is one foolproof
way to acquire tranquility in this
world. That is to pour Torah (which
is compared to water) on oneself.
When one is immersed in Torah,
nothing will disturb him. One can
pass through all tests of life,
unscathed, because he is immersed

in the joyous study of Torah.
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The Ponevehzer Rav zt"l, HaRav
Kahanaman, learned in the Kollel
Kodshim6666 that the Chofetz Chaim
initiated. His chavrusah was Reb
Elchanan Wasserman zt"l, hy"d.
They would study from eight to two,
six hours straight, every day. One
day, Reb Elchanan received a
telegram, requesting him to go
home, because his wife was in labor
(makshe leiled). He showed the
telegram to the Chofetz Chaim, but
the Chofetz Chaim told him to

continue studying Torah.

Soon, he received another telegram,
which told him that his wife had a
boy. He put on hisdetchekel(cap)
said the brachah 'HaTov
VeHameitiv,' and then he continued
learning until two o'clock, as he
would every day. He showed the
Chofetz Chaim the second telegram,
and explained that he wanted to go
to the bris. "Are you the mohel?" the
Chofetz Chaim asked him, and Reb

Elchanan remained in the yeshiva.

The Ponevezher Rav told this story
to the Beis Yisrael of Gur zy"a, who
was very impressed. He said, "This
story is fitting (se past) for

chassidim."

The purpose of retelling this story
isn't to advise people not to be with
their wife when she is in labor, or to
tell people not to attend the bris of
their child. (One should be with his
wife when she is in labor, one
should go to the bris…) The purpose
of repeating this story is to remind
us of thehasmadahof not too long
ago, so we can try to recapture it, in
our lives, to the best that we can.
Torah should become the primary
focus of our life. By doing so, our
life will become entirely different,
uplifted and joyous. One of the
many benefits is the tranquility and
peace-of-mind that Torah study

gives us.7777

6. This kollel was primarily for Kohanim. The goal was to study the laws of the
Beis HaMikdash, so the Kohanim would know how to do the service in the

Beis HaMikdash, when the Beis HaMikdash will be rebuilt, speedily in our days.
7. In honor of the yahrtzeit of my grandfather, Rebbe Moshe Mordechai of Lelov

zy"a (24th of Teves) I will share some stories of how he would encourage
people to study a lot of Torah.
I remember one Shabbos afternoon; a boy came to my grandfather for a brachah,
shortly before his bar-mitzvah. The rebbe told him, “By your bar-mitzvah, you will
receive a guest. The guest is the yetzer tov! This special guest should be properly
honored. When one has a guest, he gives the guest whatever the guest
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appreciates. The yetzer tov loves it when we study many pages of Gemara. This
is the best way to honor your new guest.”
The rebbe’s hoiz bachur (personal attendant) Reb Shlomo Weinstock z”l, was
engaged to be married, and the engagement celebration was held in the rebbe’s
home. When the tenaim (engagement agreement) was written, the rebbe added
the following line: “The chassan asserted that he will finish the misechtos Brachos,
Shabbos, and Kidushin before the chasunah,” and the chassan undersigned. The
chassan wasn’t asked beforehand whether he agrees to this, but the rebbe added
this clause into the tenaim, because he wanted to push him to learn more Gemara,
prior to his chasunah. From time to time, the rebbe would ask the chassan whether
he is keeping his condition, and where he was up to. The rebbe would say,
“Shlomo, if you don’t finish these three misechtos, up to the very last word, you
aren’t going to the chuppah,” because this was one of the conditions of the tenaim.
A similar story happened when a chassan was at my grandfather's tisch, during
the week of his sheva brachos. My grandfather honored him to lead the bentching.
Before bentching, my grandfather announced, “The chassan accepted upon himself
to study seventy blatt gemara each month.” The rebbe would always seek new
venues to encourage people to study a lot of gemara, because he knew how
important this is.
A teenage bachur, son of a chassidic rebbe, came to my grandfather, Rebbe
Moshe Mordechai of Lelov, and asked for a brachah, because he feared that he
would be drafted to the army. Rebbe Moshe Mordechai replied, “When people
come and tell me their problems, I recommend that they donate the value of 138
to tzedakah, because hatzlachah [success] is gimatriya 138. But you are a bachur
and you can't afford this. So, instead, I request that you study 138 pages of
gemara.”
The bachur asked, “Should I study these pages with Tosfos?”
The rebbe answered, “Yes. But only those Tosfos that directly explain the gemara
that you are learning (and not the Tosfos which discuss other gemaros).”
Exactly when the bachur completed the 138th page, he received a message from
the army, telling him that he was exempt from service.
A bachur from the Slabodke Yeshiva asked the rebbe for advice for shemiras
einayim (to guard his eyes). The rebbe replied, “Focus your eyes on the gemara,
and you won't see forbidden things.”
Once, in the middle of his tish, my grandfather turned to Reb Chaim Yisrael
Haltovsky zt"l (from the tzaddikim in Yerushalayim) and said, “When tax collectors
come to someone's house, one hides his wealth, because he doesn’t want them
to suspect that he earns more than he claims. But no one hides the bread on the
table, because who doesn’t have bread? Bread is a staple. Similarly, there are
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AhavasAhavasAhavasAhavas YisraelYisraelYisraelYisrael

Hashem told Moshe that He is ready
to redeem the nation from
Mitzrayim, because,úà éúòîù éðà íâå
é"ðá ú÷àð, "I also heard the shouts of
Bnei Yisrael" (6:5). The wordalso
needs explanation. It could have
written, "I heard the shouts of Bnei
Yisrael." Who, in addition to
Hashem, heard the shouts of the

nation?

Rebbe Yisrael of Ruzin zy"a

explains this passuk with the
following mashal: A pauper needed
money for his child’s wedding. He
had a wealthy brother, so he went to
him and asked for help. The brother
said, "I don’t know who you are."
"What do you mean you don’t know
me? I'm your brother. I am so glad
we can meet, after so much time. I
just need some help now…"
"Sorry, I don’t recognize you," and
then the wealthy brother turned

righteous people who conceal their good deeds from others. That is praiseworthy,
because it is proper to be a hatznei leches (to act with humility). But one should
never hide his passion for gemara, because learning gemara is like eating bread
– one cannot live without it.”
Reb Yitzchok Dovid Grossman Shlita, the Rav of Migdal Emek, was very close to my
grandfather. One time, he came to my grandfather, and he brought with him a father
and son from his community in Migdal Emek. The boy needed a kidney operation,
and before going to the hospital, they came to my grandfather for a brachah.
The rebbe said to the bachur, “If you accept on yourself to study gemara, you will
not need an operation.”
The father said, “All doctors say that my son needs an operation and we aren’t trying
to get out of that. We are only requesting a brachah that the operation be successful.”
The rebbe ignored the father’s words, and once again said to the boy, “If you will
start studying gemara, you will not need the operation.” Then the rebbe blessed him.
After receiving the rebbe’s brachos, they immediately went to the hospital. The
doctors made another routine check-up before the surgery, and they were
astounded to see that the young man was fine. The problem had disappeared.
The young bachur was overwhelmed by the miracle, and he kept his word. When
he was seventeen, he finished Shas. When he was an adult, he was an established
talmid chacham.
Reb Yitzchok Dovid Grossman said, “This story has two miracles: (1) The boy
miraculously didn’t need an operation (2) He developed into a great Torah scholar.
The second miracle is greater than the first, because beforehand, this bachur
wasn’t a serious learner at all. The rebbe, with his wisdom, turned this young man
into a talmid chacham.”
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away. The pauper left his brother's
home devastated.

The truth is, the wealthy man
recognized his brother, he just
pretended not to, because he didn’t

want to give him money.

Sometime later, this wealthy brother
visited his father. "I don’t know who

you are," the father said.

The wealthy son didn’t know how to
respond. How could this be? "I’m
sorry," the father explained, "but I
have two sons. They are brothers. I
heard that you aren't the brother of
my other son, so then you must not

be my son, either."

In order to be redeemed from
Mitzrayim, we needed to be
brothers. When we are brothers,
Hashem is our father. When we
don’t know each other, Hashem can
say that He doesn’t know us, either.

Hashem saw the Yidden in
Mitzrayim caring for one another,
listening to their fellow man's pain,

so Hashem said, "I also heard."

Rebbe Yechezkel Halberstam, zy"a,
the Shinover Rav became a rebbe
while his father, the Tzanzer Rav
zy"a, was still living. Someone said
to the Tzanzer Rav, “We can see
that your son is a true rebbe, since
he is always studying Torah. He is
simply a genius in Torah.”

The Tzanzer Rav replied, “When
someone knows Torah, we can call
him a ‘gaon,’ but this still doesn’t
make him a rebbe.”
The man said, “Your son also
davens with great hislahavus

[fervor] and he fasts a lot…”

The Tzanzer Rav replied, “This still
doesn’t make him into a rebbe. It
means that he is a tzaddik, akadosh
(a holy man) but it still doesn’t mean

that he is fitting to be a rebbe.”

Then the man said, “Once, the
Shinover Rav saw someone
shivering in the cold, and the
Shinover Rav took off his own warm

coat, and gave it to him.”

The Tzanzer Rav said, “Now, that
makes him a rebbe.”

During WWI, Reb Mottel Slonimer
zy"a sold almost everything he
owned to feed starving people. He
only kept his tallis and tefillin and
his Shabbos bekitche (Shabbos
jacket). Years later, he said that he
greatly regrets that he didn’t sell his
bekitcheas well. With the money, he
could have bought bread to feed

more hungry people.

Many poor people would eat at his
home. One Friday night, one of his
guests became angry, and threw his
portion of soup into his Reb Mottel
Slonimer's face, and then quickly ran
out of the house. Reb Mottel
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Slonimer said, “Call him back. Tell
him to finish the soup.” He wasn’t
upset that someone threw hot soup
into his face. He was only sorry that
the poor person wasn’t able to enjoy

his meal properly.

Caring about a fellow man, and
doing whatever one can to help him
out, is very great indeed. It was in
this merit that we were redeemed
from Mitzrayim, and in this merit,
we will be redeemed from the

presentgalus as well.

GoodGoodGoodGood FriendsFriendsFriendsFriends

But when we discuss friendship, we
must mention that one must be
careful whom he chooses for a

friend.

The Ahavas Yisrael of Viznitz zy"a
would often say, “One must be good
to everyone, but notwith everyone,"
because one must be very careful
who his friends are. A bad friend
can cause lots of problems. So,
although we help everyone we can,
we must select who our friends are.

As a bachur, I studied in Ponovezh,
in Bnei Brak. When my grandfather,
Rebbe Moshe Mordechai of Lelov
zy"a would conduct atisch on a
weekday, many chassidicbachurim
from the yeshiva would go to the
tisch. After the tisch, my grandfather
would be lying down in his room,
the bachurim would come in, and

the rebbe would shake their hands
and bless them. He would usually
tell them, “Learn the holy Torah and

be healthy.”

One time, the rebbe took the hand of
a certainbachur and said, "Why is
your hand so cold? What happened
to you? Your hands are extremely
cold.” The rebbe continued in this
manner for quite some while. Then
the rebbe told him, “Have good
friends, study gemara, and be

healthy.”

The bachur left the rebbe’s room,
ashamed. Thegabaim tried to calm
him. They said, “The rebbe is weak,
and is sensitive to cold. That's why

he spoke to you this way."

"No, the rebbe's words are on target.
He knows what he is saying," the

bachur replied.

I returned to Ponovezh with this
bachur. We were still outside the
yeshiva building, when one of his
close friends came out and greeted
him. Thebachursaid, “I was just by
the Lelover Rebbe. He held my hand
for five minutes, asking me to
explain why my hands were cold.
Then he told me that I should have
good friends, learn gemara, and be
healthy. This means that we cannot
be friends anymore.” Their
friendship ended right then and

there.
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That friend was corrupt and the
rebbe succeeded in dissolving the
bad relationship. Years later, the
corruptive nature of that friend

became well-known.

A father once came to Rebbe Ahron
of Belz zy"a, crying. He explained
to the rebbe that his son hadyiras
shamayimand was diligent in Torah
study, but he stopped learning
recently and hisyiras shamayimfell

severely.

The rebbe said, "Check and see who
his friends are."
The father spoke with his teacher in
the yeshiva. "Who are his friends?
Does he hang-out with good boys?"

"They are all good boys," the teacher
answered.

"The Belzer Rebbe told me I should
find out who his friends, so I am
certain that there must be some
problem with at least one of his
friends."
"I don’t know what the Belzer
Rebbe is referring to," the teacher of
the yeshiva said. "As far as I see,
your son only has good friends."
The father returned to the Belzer
Rebbe and told him what he heard.
The Belzer Rebbe repeated, "Find
out who his friends are."
This time, the father investigated the
matter on his own. He first found
out who his son's best friend was,

and then he started making inquiries
about this boy. The father discovered
that this boy was rotten to the core
– very distant from havingyiras
shamayim. The father immediately
separated his son from this friend,
and his son picked up once again.

The father returned to Rebbe Ahron
of Belz , this time, with tears of
gratitude in his eyes, and he thanked
the rebbe for directing him on the
right path. The Belzer Rebbe replied,
"Why are you surprised? A good
friend is so important. Twice, every
morning, in Birchas HaShacharwe
daven for a good friend. In the
brachah, "Hamavir sheinah" we say,
"veharchikeini mei'adam ra
umei'chaver ra– distance me from a
bad person and from a bad friend."
Afterwards, we say in theYehi
Ratzon: "shetazaleinu hayom uvechol
yom…mei'adam ra… mei'chaver ra
– save me today and every day…
from a bad person… and from a bad

friend…."

The Shlah Hakadosh teaches, the
letters of øáç (friend) can be
rearranged to spelløçá (choose), áøç
(sword) orçøá (run away). The Shlah
explains, one should be afriend to
those whochooseto be good. But to
those whose deeds are like a harmful
sword, one should run away and
keep his distance. Because just as a
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good friend can do wonders to help
one grow spiritually, a bad friend

can cause immense havoc.

TurningTurningTurningTurning onononon thethethethe FireFireFireFire

In contrast, a good friend can be the
best thing for a person.

Paroh knew the benefit of good
friends, and therefore he decreed that
the Jewish people cannot gather in
groups anymore. Paroh said:àì
åëìé íä ...íéðáìä ïáìì íòì ïáú úúì ïåôéñàú
ïáú íäì åùù÷å, "we will no longer give
straw to the nation to make bricks…
they will gather the straw on their
own" (5:7). ïåôéñàú àì, "we will no
longer" is written with an extraà.
Rebbe Dovid of Lelov zy"a
explained that the extraalef turns the
word to mean gather. Paroh was
forbidding them to gather together,
because of the spiritual benefits this

can bring.8888

Tzaddikim from the Ruzin dynasty
told the following mashal: A king
desired to build a large castle, but he
didn’t have land to build it on. So
he told his servants to cut down the
trees in the forest, to make room for
the large edifice. The servants began
cutting down one tree at a time, but

it would take a long time, before the
area would be cleared.

A wise man told the king, “Instead
of felling the trees, set the forest on
fire, and the forest will be cleared in

a moment.”

This teaches us that it is possible to
uproot each badmiddah within us,
one at a time, and eventually he will
cleanse himself from his bad
tendencies, but this is a long and
tedious process. However, if one can
light a fire of hislahavus in one's
heart, all his bad will automatically
disappear. Without extra effort, he

will only have goodmiddos.

In a similar vein, the Sefas Emes
(Tzav yeart 5634) writes, “When one
has true love for Hashem, it will
burn away all foolish thoughts. And
this is really the only way to
overcome bad thoughts: to have a
constant and true desire to serve

Hashem.”

A heart that is filled with love of
Hashem, will love his fellow man,
he will not become angry, he will
not be interested in foolish pursuits,
etc. Filling up one's heart with love
and passion to Hashem is the

8. This is one of the only sayings that we still have from Rebbe Dovid Lelover.
He said that when he is niftar, he is certain that Moshe Rabbeinu will come

out to greet him and to thank him for revealing the true reason why Moshe
Rabbeinu added the extra alef in this word.
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quickest route for fixing all bad
middos.

An ideal way to attain a fiery love
for Hashem is by gathering together
– especially when the gathering is

combined withzmirosand songs.

Good friends are always beneficial.
Just as bad friends can cause so
much harm, good friends can invoke
endless goodness. It is up to us to
find the good friends, and adhere to
them, and to distance ourselves from
those who share negative influences.
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